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150 151A floor-to-ceiling bookshelf takes centre stage in the living room 

HOME / Pune

W hen a Mumbai-based property giant 
asked architect and designer Rajiv 
Saini to design his weekend escape 

outside the Indian city of Pune, he set a high bar. 
‘They are amongst the best developers in India,’ says 
Saini. ‘They work with some of the big names in 
international design — Philippe Starck and Giorgio 
Armani, among others.’ Lucky for Saini, the client 
trusted him and gave him the freedom to experiment. 
‘We shared a great rapport,’ says the architect, whose 
only brief was to design something enticing enough 
to lure the family away from the city. 

Saini’s response was to transform a bungalow set on 
a verdant 40-hectare property on the banks of the 
Pavana River into a stylish sanctuary with a subtle 
cosmopolitan edge. ‘The thought process was to 
create an environment that would be a change from 
the hectic lifestyle of urban Mumbai,’ says Saini, who 
describes the vibe as ‘chic, relaxed and comfortable’. 

Spanning some 550 square metres, the four-
bedroom home — which boasts a gym, prayer 
room, media room and seven baths — has an 
Eastern aesthetic that pervades almost every 
room. In the living room, for instance, an oversized 
spherical moon lamp emanates a warm glow. 
Below sits a tower of paper lamps designed by 
Isamu Noguchi. ‘Likewise, Charlotte Perriand’s 
timber dining table was inspired by her time spent 
in Japan,’ adds Saini. 

The colour scheme is limited to cool neutral tones 
with grey terrazzo flooring, charcoal grey sofas 
and lime green chairs. ‘Pune has a very dry and 
hot summer,’ says Saini. ‘I like how this neutral 
palette contrasts with the greenery.’

Previous page: An oversized moon lamp by Davide Groppi 
anchors the living room in this elegantly designed home in 
Pune, India. The paper lamp tower on the left was designed 
by Isamu Noguchi in 1951 and the artwork above the sofa 
is by Tanuja Rane, one of many contemporary Indian artists 
whose works accent the home

Appearing to almost float above the living room 
with no visible supports is an angular wooden 
box, sheathed in a slatted wooden screen. Inside, 
a desk by Carlo Mollino for Zanotta pairs with a 
Jean Prouvé chair by Vitra near the screen, giving 
guests a view of the living room below through 
the slats. An electric blue sofa and vibrant artwork 
by Indian artists Minal Damani and Pooja Iranna 
add jolts of colour to the space. 

The use of screens as dividers continues in the 
sleek master bedroom, ‘giving one the feeling of 
unhindered space’, says Saini. On one side of a black 
lattice screen sits a low bed resting on an elevated 
platform and a bronze console with a Vincenzo De 
Cotiis Architects lamp, and on the other side is a 
lounge area. An adjacent study is hidden behind 
sliding panels made of bamboo from Thailand, 
while the en-suite bathroom, clad in Italian white 
marble, opens out to a leafy terrace visible through 
a glass wall. ‘The greenery brings nature into the 
space, and an outdoor shower allows you to bathe 
under the sun and rain,’ says Saini.

Although each room is studded with designer 
pieces from across the globe, it’s clear that this 
home was designed by an Indian. Nowhere is this 
more apparent than in the cosiest room in the 
property: the media room. With walls clad in a 
soft Japanese rice paper and a traditional Indian 
cotton quilted mattress, the family comes here to 
relax or watch television. The lighting combined 
with the minimalist black and white palette of the 
mattress and cushions add a contemporary twist, 
but the form is true to iconic diwan sets with 
colourful prints, which can be found in even the 
humblest homes across the country. 

This page: Clad in a wooden slatted screen, the guest suite 
appears to hover unsupported above the living room 



The master suite is divided into two areas 
by a wooden lattice screen. A bespoke 
bronze console with a lamp by Vincenzo 
De Cotiis Architects sits beside the bed 



In the master suite, the bed rests atop a raised platform 
bordered with a raw six-metre tree trunk. The elevated 
height offers sweeping views over the grounds below



The master bathroom is clad in white Italian marble and Brazilian 
timber panelling. It leads to a lush green terrace and outdoor shower


